DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY’S WARD YOUTH COUNCILLORS

1. STRANRAER & THE RHINS
   - CLOE ALLISON & ROXY WILSON

2. MID GALLOWAY & WIGTOWN WEST
   - JAMIE BAILIE & CHUT TURNER
   - VACANCY & LEWIS YOUNG

3. DEE & GLENKENS
   - MACKINLEY BROWN & LINDSAY THOMSON

4. CASTLE DOUGLAS & CROCKETFORD
   - MAIRI HERRICK & DAN HEINRICH

5. ABBEY
   - BLAKE DEAN & RIN PAINE

6. NORTH WEST DUMFRIES
   - MURRIE THOMSON & BAILEY WRIGHT

7. MID & UPPER NITHSDALE
   - HANNAH-KATE FISHER & LUCY FORTEATH

8. NITH
   - SOPHIE BLAIR & NATASHA ONEILL

9. LOCHAR
   - DAMOLA SAMUEL & MIHRIBAN ‘LUCY JIN’ NALCI

10. ANNANDALE SOUTH
    - CAMERON GREER & AERYN MACK

11. ANNANDALE NORTH
    - CHLOE DUDGEON & JOSH ‘AUTUMN’ CARTWRIGHT

12. ANNANDALE EAST & ESKDALE
    - MACKINLEY BROWN & LINDSAY THOMSON

THERE’S 12 WARD AREAS IN D&G – 2 YOUNG PEOPLE FROM EACH WARD HAVE BEEN ELECTED TO REPRESENT THEIR AREA!
There's 7 nominated youth councillors - their job is to represent young people across the region who are from groups who aren't always heard in decision making! We have a vacant youth councillor position for gypsy/traveller youth.

There's 4 members of the Scottish Youth Parliament - their job is to represent their constituency in the Scottish Youth Parliament.

LGBT Youth
- Will Wallace

Ethnic Minority Youth
- Julia Pjeternika

Young Carers
- Orla Kennedy Moffat

Care Experienced Youth
- Charmaine Burns

Young People with Additional Support Needs & Disabilities
- Connor Johnston

Gypsy / Traveller Youth
- Connor Johnston

Dumfriesshire
- Halime Yildiz & Emily Dickson

Galloway & West Dumfries
- Hannah Birse & Finlay Johnston

Vacancy